
My way to the VSB-grant         8-4-2013 

On the 5th of April I received the very good news that I am one of the five people from Zuyd University 

who will receive the VSB-grant of €7000 to study the MSc Sport and Health Sciences at the University of 

Exeter.  

The VSB-grant is a scholarship for full-time students who graduate from a Bachelors or Masters study at 

a Dutch University.  The VSB supports students who want to undertake a study or research project 

abroad as an extension of their current Bachelors or Masters Study.  

At the beginning of this year I was still not sure what my plan would be for next year (after graduation). I 

was not sure if fulltime work as a physiotherapist was my true passion. During my dissertation and my 

stay at the University of Exeter my passion and interests for implicit motor learning and sport 

psychology blossomed. I did a module in sport psychology and I recognized that many of the topics 

overlapped with my dissertation. This made me decide to extend my stay at the University of Exeter for 

another year. As studying in the UK is not a cheap option (on the contrary, very expensive) I needed to 

have a plan to fulfil my dreams. I went looking for scholarship opportunities and that resulted in the 

VSB-scholarship.  

In order to receive such a scholarship there was a selection procedure, which consisted of a written and 

an oral examination/motivation part. I was very pleased when I heard that my dossier (written part) was 

good enough for the next round. Together with 13 other students I got a chance to defend myself in 

front of the commission of Zuyd University. I was still in the UK and I needed to book a flight to come 

over to Holland because I was obliged to be there personally. That made me even more motivated, as all 

those extra costs are not very welcome as poor student. Come the 2nd of April it was time, and I was 

quite tense when entering the room. When I came in there were 4 jury-members sitting on a row with 

serious faces; opposite there was a chair for me to sit on. They started firing questions and I tried to 

answer them as well as possible. Luckily they did not ask questions that I did not expect: What is the 

vision of the VSB? Why are you the right person to receive this scholarship? What extracurricular 

activities do you do and how do these fit within the vision of the VSB? Etc. Although sometimes I could 

spot a little smile I was not that sure about what to expect and what my chances were. On Friday that 

same week I would receive their decision via e-mail, so three exciting days of waiting followed. I was 

elated when I received the e-mail with the good news that I got the scholarship and celebrated it the 

same night with Floor and two PhD-students (Jessica and Stacey, who are running the Action After 

stroke group, which is the population we used for our dissertation).  

 

 

 

 



What was supposed to be good-bye dinner was now transformed into a celebration and see-you next 

year dinner! 

   

Me and Floor Jess, Stacey and I in one of my favourite pubs 

here in Exeter named the “old firehouse”. 

A special thanks to Susy Braun and Tom Ehlen for your support-letters for the application. Lee Moore as 

I needed to overcome a quite pressured situation, thank you for my preparations in performing under 

pressure! Haha 

On the 22th of May I will receive the scholarship during an official ceremony.  

Li-Juan Jie  


